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Which one is a drug that makes you feel excited and full of energy ?

scuffle aggressiveness

amphetamine anabolic steroid

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He was charged with causing a ............................... after the game.

disturbance exhaustion fair play spectator

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A large sloping structure at a stadium with rows where people sit or stand to watch the game is

called...............................

fan scuffle stand spectator

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The new drug was withdrawn when it was found to have harmful ..................................

amphetamines side effects scuffle tone

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It would be foolish to ............................. from a single example.

generalization generalizable generalized generalize

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An independent .................................. is responsible for quality control.

approach body failure potential

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tom is an ....................................... in sport psychology.

literature approach expert potential

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person who is starting to learn sth and cannot do it very well yet, is called .................................

beginner body federation expert

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All rooms have private ...........................

literature approach expert facilities

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She said ................................. that the book was hers.

possessively possessive possession possess

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A written statement of the principles and aims of an organization is called

........................................

delegate emblem charter motto

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There should be a spirit of ........................... in international contests.

excellence goodwill motto lethargy

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The act of praising is called .......................

glorification goodwill excellence enterprise

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The national ................................. of England is a rose.

proposal charter motto emblem

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Order was quickly ............................... after the violence.

restoration restorative restored restore

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

...................................... refers to a state of being sleepy, unnaturally tired, or too inactive.

aspiration lethargy youth enterprise

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The people or an organization who have the power to make decisions are called

........................................

authority enterprise youth delegate

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They are trying hard for the ................................... of international peace.

aspiration motto maintenance glorification

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Find the word in the above passage that means "the act of behaving in a very determined and

forceful way in order to succeed".

hypertension failure opposition aggressiveness

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Psychological  studies have shown that female athletes tend to attribute failure  to their lack of effort or
skill while  male athletes point to external factors such as luck or the strength of the opposition. It was
also been established  that the ideal level of pregame stress falls  between utter relaxation and hypertension
and depends in part on the sport; successful archery for instance calls  for less pre match aggressiveness

According to the passage, which statement is true?

rugby requires more pre-match aggressiveness than archery

archery requires more pre-match aggressiveness than  rugby

both of them requires equal pre-match aggressiveness

none of them requires pre-match aggressiveness

20-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the meaning of "established" in the second sentence?

completed proved said used

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of "utter" in the second sentence?

some little complete much

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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What is the reference of "their" in the first sentence?

psychological studies failure

male athletes female athletes

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the meaning of "ideal" in the second sentence?

least most inadequate favorite

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"NOC" stands for .....................................

National Ordering Course National Olympic Committee

Nongovernmental Organizing Coach Normal Operation Cycle

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Set up a structure to offer the courses. This should be directed from a central agency, possibly an NOC,
but should encourage involvement  from sports governing bodies, and educational institutions.  Recognize
the coaches who successfully  complete a specific  level by some form of certification.  Different  levels of
competition require different  calibre coaches.

Write the reference of "who" in the third sentence?

the coaches central agency

educational institution sports governing bodies

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the meaning of "recognize" in the third sentence?

speak teach

give accept and approve of them officially

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

How the coaches can be recognized؟؟؟؟

by some form of certification by different levels of competition

by different calibre coaches by specific level

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the meaning of "bodies" in the second sentence?

friends sports team

groups governmental institutions

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the synonym of "offer" in the first sentence?

provide teach direct control

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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